Abstract-We consider the problem of finding a lightpath assignment for agiven set ofcommunication requestson a mulltifiber W n M optical network with wavelength translator's. Given such a network and w the number ofwavelengths available on each fiber, k the number of fiber per link and c the number of partial wave length translation available on each node, our problem stands for deciding whether it is possible to find a w-lighpuh for each r e quest in the set such that there is no Unk carrying more that k lightpaths using the samc wavelength nor node where more than e wavelength translations take place. Our main theoretical result is the writing of this problem as a particular instance of ietegral mnlticommodity Bow, hence integrating muting and wavelength assignment in the same model. We then provlde three heuiristica malnly based upon rnadomlzed rounding of fractional multicommodity low and enhancements that are three diffcrent answers to the trade-off behvecn efliciency and tightness of appmrimation and dbcuss their practical performances on both theoretical and real-world Instances.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Wdm optical rouiing
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is currently the most promising existing optical network technology, since it allows for efficient use of the high bandwidth offered by optical networks. Under WDM, laser beams carried on different wavelengths are used to implement fixed end-mend connectionscalled lightpaths in this context -in the network. The major constraint imposed by this technology is that different lightpaths cannot share the same wavelength over the same fiber.
This constraint leads to mixed routing and coloring issues. Therefore the capacity of each fiber in terms of wavelengths may be dramatically under-exploited. To cope with this theoretical limitation on the efficiency of WDM optical networks, two major technologies are deployed which give more flexibility in the use of wavelength hence improving the network efficiency.
The first consists in physically interconnecting two nodes of the network with many fibers. This strategy is also motivated by the overwbelmiig cost of trench-digging to bury the optical fibers compared to the actual cost of a fiber. Therefore telecommunication operators rather install muli$bers networks.
The other technique increases the complexity of nodes routers by adding wavelength translation equipment.
B. Wavelength hanslution
The use of a wavelength translator in a WDM network allows to change the wavelength of an incoming optical beam to another wavelength. The wavelength translation have been extensively studied on different models and has dramatically improved the efficiency of optical bandwidth allocation [ 1 4 ] . However, wavelength translation is a very expensive technology and it is not realistic to assume full-translation capabilities to all nodes of the network.
Therefore, two prevalent approaches are addressed in the literature concerning WDM optical networks with wavelength translation: sparse translation and limited translation. In a network with sparse wavelength translation, a fraction ofthe nodes are equipped with wavelength translators that are able to perform an arbitrary number of simultaneous translations [Z]; on the other hand a network with limited translation interconnects nodes which host wavelength translators, but these devices can only perform a limited number of translations [3, 4] .
C. Roadmap
This work addresses the optimization of the design of multifiber WDM optical networks with limited wavelength translation (MONT). Since this is a multi-criteria optimization problem, we handle it through the study of the associated decision problem of lightpath assignment (LAP), deked'in Section 11. Section
In is dedicated to the writing of the LAP as a multicommodity flow of reasonable size compared to previous work [5] although we capture more generic situations. We then propose three heuristics algorithms in Section IV. These heuristics are based on randomized rounding ofthe multicommodity flow LPrelaxation, at different positions in the trade-off between computational efficiency and quality of approximation depending on how independently the variables are rounded. We then validate these heuristics in Section V by comparing them and the exact ILP on two theoretical and one large real-world example.
MULTIFIBER LIGHTPATH ASSIGNMENT WITH WAVELENGTH TRANSLATION
Connections in a WDM network are realized by laser beams carried on one available wavelength. A beam reaching a node through a fiber can be optically and passively deflected by the cross-connecter and propagates toward another node through another fiber without changing its wavelength. Alternatively the beam can be "wavelength iranslare2' by any kind of optical or opto-elecmnical mean [a] before being retransmit on the egress fiber.
The set of beam realizing a connection is called a lighrpaih and a w-lighpaih if it uses at most w wavelengths.
Definition 1: Lei G = (V, E ) be a network w a number of wavelengths.
and U, v E V two nodes of G. is exactly the number of wavelengtk translotions done on P. The lightpath assignment problem (LAP) can be stated as follows: given a netwok a set of communication requests, and a given amount of resources (wavelengths, fiben, wavelength translators), find a lightpath for each request under the constraint that only one path can use a given wavelength on a given total number of translations (case (b) of Definition 2). Please note that using non-simple path is not non-sense from a technological point of view.
fiber.
ated decision problem is written differently.
Depending on the way resources are accounted, the associ- is at most ha.
The LAP bas been extensively studied on single-fiber networks w e , k(e) = 1) with or without wavelength translation[l, 2,4,5], but has not in the case of multifiber networks where the wavelength assignmentpmblem bas been mainly addressed (7-Remark II. I : One should remark that a w-lightpath may follow a non-simple path in the network even in the case where the pi paths are simple. For instance pi can go hack along a part of Surprisingly a non-simple path may be part of an optimal solution of LAP though it is an absurd object when wavelength translation is not available.
Indeed let us suppose that we are in the (a) case of Definition 2: we are given a function c : V -N upper bounding the authorized number of wavelength translations at each node. In 101.
LICHTPATH ASSIGNMENT AND FLOW
Most communication problems have plenty of different writings as integer linear programs (ILP) but most of them are naive translations of choices into binary variables, leading to programs which linear relaxations hardly give informations on integral solutions. The only interest of these ILP formulations lies in the existence of efficient solvers. The LAP could be another example of this "rule" without any better understanding of the problem.
In the following we prove that LAP is a multicommodity flow problem in an auxiliary graph. Our work is inspired by the study of the muting of a multicast' on single-fiber translation- We first generalize the case of multicast patterns to general MONT where we solve the LAP with a flow. Afienvard we extend this to the general case where we use a multicommodity flow which is slightly more efficient than the one in [5] despite the generality.
A. h f~l t i c~~t andgeneral requests
At the first glance, the basic part of a communication pattem is the request between two nodes which has to be assigned a lightpath. Therefore there are in general a quadratic number of different kinds of requests in the network, one per pair of nodes.
On the other hand, one may aggregate this basic parts in order to manipulate communication patterns at a higher level, hence computationally more tractably.
Indeed, a communication pattern I can be split into the set of multicastsM. = {{(s,y)l(s,y) E I)},eachofthemgathering all requests of source s.
this case, a path between U &d v may go through a node z where it should be -lated.
If all translations at used, then one can node a, by following a path h m x to y using the original wavelength wl. then be translated h m wl to wz at y and finally following a path h m y to x with the wavelength W Z , the resulting lightpath B. h f~i t i~~t andjow
the following three key ideas. 1) The capacity used by n units of flow going from node s to t in a flow network can be decompound into n simple paths from s to t using one unit of capacity.
2) A set of paths that can use the same wavelength in a WDM network has load on link e (i.e. the number ofpaths going through e) at most k(e) the number offibers on this link. 3) A set of paths given by the decomposition of a flaw has a load on link e exactly the same that the capacity used by the flow on e.
Therefore, given a network G, a multicast pattern M rooted at a source node s, and all the resources of the network (w, k(e) and c(e)), we will build a flow network such that Ithere is a flow of /MI units between the source and the sink if a i d only if there exists a lightpath between s and each recipient within the resource limits. Figure 2 describes the flow network that solve the LAP for the network and the multicast panem shown in Figure I when 3 wavelengths are available (for puqYose of readability only one "hamlatar widget" is drawn. Then: is one for each node).
Ideas 2 ) and 3) drive us to consider a flow network N' where there are w copies of G with capacity k(e) for all copies of the l i e. A beam in G using wavelength i can be model(xl by a unit of flow in the ith copy of G in N.
Obviously a set of beams using w wavelengths and k(e) fibers on any link e can be modeled by a set of units of flow in N where the capacities are respected.
To cope with w-lightpaths, we add a translator widget for any node U of G. Such a widget is a made of 2 nodes trans: and trans;, a l i i between these two nodes with capacity C(U) and 2W uncapacited links from each ui to trans: and from trans; to ui.
A lightpath which is translated h m wavelength w 1 10 wz at node U can be modeled by previously described units of flow for the beams and a unit of flow from U", to u,,,~ via trans: and trans;.
Obviously if a set of lightpaths uses less than c(u) translations at any node U, it is modeled by a set of units of flow on N respecting all capacities.
In order to find lightpaths between nodes s and t in. G, we add a node S , a link from S to each si, a node super-t, and a link from each.ti to super-t. To any lightpath from s to t we can associate a unit of flow from S to super-t and conversely (using idea I). Hence the lemma. This major improvement on the size of the program has dramatic consequences on the tractability of the computing for both the exact ILP and our randomized rounding based approximation algorithms. Therefore we can address larger networks and communication patterns.
IV. APPROXIMATION
Multicommodity flow problems areNP-hard and among the hardest. Nonetheless theoretical works on approximation have given strong results.
The randomized rounding of the multicommodity flow has been proved to achieve a good theoretical approximation ratio despite the simplicity and obvious sub-optimality of the process [U]. This algorithm first solve the LP-relaxation to obtain fractional flows. A fractional version of the key ideas given in Section III-B claims that a fractional flow of n units f " s to t can be decompound into many paths with positive fractional weights summing up to n. The randomized rounding essentially consists in selecting at random one of these paths with probability its weight divided by n. A simple analyze shows that the integral capacity obtained after randomly rounding a whole multicommodity flow is a sum of Bemoulli trials with expectancy the fractional capacity. Therefore the gap between the rounded solution and the fractional one is low with high probability.
The main computational drawback of this process is that the number of paths can be exponential. Hopefully one can prove with a martingale argument that these paths are not explicitly required. The fractional unit of flow describes in the network a weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG) which requires linear time computation to be generated from the flow variables. A random walk inside this DAG gives a path which could be selected by the randomized rounding. If the probability to go through an edge is proportional to its weight the path is selected with the same probability as the randomized rounding.
We have implemented this approximation algorithm which has the nice property to run fairly quickly since it only needs to solve the LP-relaxation once and then does E, EMS d(s, t) random walks of length O(lVl.w). It is interesting to note that the computation of the random walks is negligible compared to the solving of the Lp-relaxation on any size of network and communication panem and even using one of the best LP solver, CPLEX.
Though this approximation algorithm is very efficient, it is obvious that it is suboptimal since all path selections are done independently. Our idea is to take previous choices into account when choosing a path, hence avoiding to over-load links that have already highly loaded. The first technique we have implemented (HEuRI) is at the opposite of the randomized rounding in the trade-off between efficiency and tightness. HEURI consists in modifying the capacity functions IC and c of the flow network afler the choice of a lightpath which has nonintegral weight in the fractional solution, and to recompute the LP-relaxation of the multicommodity flow where the relevant request has been decreased.
Obviously the optimality gap of the in?.zgral solution we generate is lower than in the regular randomized rounding. Our experiments validate this claim. Unfortunately, this approximation improvement is obtained at two costs. The first is that we do not know how to obtain a tight analysis of the approximation ratio. The best we can do is obtained by a straightforward and loose upper-bounding in a martingale process and drives to the same result as the randomized rounding. The second cost is computational since we may have to solve many LPS.
We have implemented a mixed heuristic, H E U R~, which rounds independently one unit of flow per multicast before solving a new LP, resulting in a more efficient but possibly less accurate approximation.
In the following we validate our algorithms on two theoretical examples and a large real-world network.
v. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Benchmark insfances
Our simulations were run on two networks: a IO nodes ring network and a pan-amencan network interconnecting 65 cities coast to coast with 15 bidirectional links. Two communication panems on the ring were randomly generated as follows. There is a connection from node U to node U with probability 4 15 and each connection requests from 1 to IO lightpaths with uniform probability. The first panem (Il) represents 376 lightpaths, the second one (I*) 316.
The communication panem on the pan-american network is a real-world instance given by France Telecom which involves 1305 lightpaths.
The computations were run on a 933MHz PIU computer with 512Mo of RAM. The ILP were solved using CPLEX. The results of our simulation on the ring and on the panWe first remark that we were unable to find cases on the pan-american network which require translations. This is due the "simplicity" of real-world communication instances that we previously faced in other situations [9].
We only need translation with HEURI on the ring with I,, 1 fiber, and 56 wavelengths. In this case, the heuristic was not able to answer the decision problem without adding either 2 wavelengths or 1 translation per node.
Therefore, we plot in Figs. 4(a) and 4@) the results of our simulations on the ring with II with no translation. Not surprisingly our heuristics are far quicker than solving the ILP. More unexpected is the dependency of the ILP solving time on the number of wavelength. The more wavelen@hs, the bigger the ILP, hence one could expect an ever increasing solving time as one can see in the pan-amencan case depicted in Fig.  6(a) . This weird shape can also be observed when the tommunication panem is I2. The time ratio between CPLEX on the ILP and HEUR2 is depicted in Fig. 5 with the number of fibers and the number of wavelengths in [4, 14] . We believe lhat this behavior is due to the particular structure of the network since our formulation is too general to be the most relevant here.
Nonetheless, our heuristics almost always gives the optimal solution and the randomized rounding as a gap of at most 3 fibers per link. In the case of a single-fiber translation-fiae ring, this fit the theoretical analysis of the similar problem of <circular arc graph coloring made in [ 131.
The results obtained on the pan-american network, ploned in Fig. 6 , are more expected. Our heuristics are exponentially more efficient than CPLEX on the ILP and allow us to handle much larger networks and communication panem. For instance CPLEX was not able to solve the ILP with more than 22 available wavelengths while our heuristics could handle 66. Note (a) Ruoning time @) Number of fibers Fig. 6 . Runs an the pan-american new& that the limit was due to huge computation time as well as overwhelming memory requirement. We believe that we can go much further with the edge-path writing ofthe multicommodity flow LP and efficient operational research techniques like column generation. Another direction is to randomly round an approximation of the f r a c t i o~l multicommodity flow [ 141 in order to address larger problems.
